Rapid Launching Climate Engineering could Save the World !!
<The Fact of Deadly Disabled Climate Policy in the Recent Years World >.

2019/7/21

Now it is clearly evident that climate had become more wild at here and there in the world.
As has been being debated in annual COPs by UN,actual effective climate policy is not so
simple only to reduce CO2.Then even this one plan had not realized even one time of
reduction year in the past.After all,even the highest priority task of evading global extinction,
the world has been doing nothing substantial effective action.
⑴Arctic Desperate.
Why not ??.to tell the deadly fact,climate doctor scientists with politician in a closed room
once had secretly established consensus that we could not be saved.Climate scientists
reported them Arctic Desperate.In Arctic sea floor,there is massive frozen methane that can
cause global fire ball extinction by those massive eruption by the melting by sea water
warming in the ocean.Now the ice lid decreasing can not stop due to positive feedback.
That is,ice lid decreasing is to cause more sun heat input into ocean,which turn to warm
more sea water to melt more ice lid.This is to cause more sun heat input to warm ocean,.....
⑵They had determined not to disclose the deadly Arctic fact to global public.
Thus annual COP meeting had become fake stage of international climate debate.Also this
secret consensus had caused disabling actual effective climate policy in all the nation.
⑶Only AMEG(UK)had challenged this absurdity by Climate Engineering Possibility.
They accused non disclosing Arctic Catastrophe Risk by (IPCC=UN climate scientists org)
and launched climate engineering by Cloud Making Machine(CMM).
Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html

Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can!

2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze,
produced from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for
modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be
replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is
ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.
＊red characters are by author
Note World military budget＝1.7Ｔ＄/ｙ,World Oil spending＝26Ｔ＄/ｙ !!

⑷Another Drastic Method to Cool Arctic by Shutting Nares Strait Ocean Current.
This method needs Big Gate Building Engineering,however the effect would be drastic to
realize rapid Arctic Cooling to intercept the imminent deadly risk of Methane Catastrophe.
The engineering is building gate about(20km width with depth 150~300m).This is certainly
unprecedented outrageous engineering,but may be possible by global ability and fund.
It is doubling effect of stopping heat input into Arctic ocean now with annual heat debt
causing warmer Arctic by +4W/m2 to cool by-10W/m2 the annual debt repayment.
The last 10years heat debt can be repayed by 4 years short toward Arctic stabilizing.

Blocking Nares Strait Gate to Intercept Methane Catastrophe
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
＊In order to understand this report,reader needs some basic physical knowledge.So general people ask
someone(experts)with the knowledge.It is mainly heat budget calculation with established principle.
Engineers and students could understand.The cited data are due to the professional researchers on Arctic
Climate Science.Then those are not consistent and complete,but with rather larger uncertainty,however
may be sufficient to get the conclusion.

⑸Cloud Making Machine(CMM),.
In order to cool the earth,solar heat input can be intercepted by making cloud.Cloud is made
by launching massive tiny aerosol toward clouds forming altitude(1km~3km).Aerosol is a
kernel to catch vapor to form clouds droplet(water).Without those,it is hard to form clouds.
CMM validity was almost proved by massive ash spreading in the stratosphere by Pinatubo
explosion 1991.Those could make temperature drop about 0.6℃.This is comparable with
global temperature rise about 1℃ since the industrial revolution(1800).

Global Effects of Mount Pinatubo<from view of Cloud Making Machine>
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/1510/global-effects-of-mount-pinatubo
Consequently, over the next 15 months, scientists measured a drop in the average global
temperature of about 1F(0.6 degrees C).

How Artificially brightened cloud could stop climate change
https://metuhmacdonblog.com/2019/03/13/how-artificially-brightened-cloud-could-stop-clim
ate-change/
Salter calculates that a fleet of 300 of his autonomous ships could reduce global
temperatures by 1.5C.

⑹Imagined the World in Climate Wartime Regime.
What is life in climate wartime regime?,this may be the most concern for all.Following are
very easy and coarse guessing by author.Those details must be surveyed by experts team.
The Fundamental Global Climate Operations with the Accuracy Management.
(A)To intercept Arctic Methane Catastrophe,Arctic Cooling Operation is launched.
(B)To stabilize global climate,Earth Cooling Operation is launched.
☞:The technology at now may be insufficient,so rapid R&D system must be established.
The Fundamental Strategy on Production and Life.
❶Rapid Transition to 80% Renewable Energy by Wind,Solar,and H2gas Power.
This is mass production and supplying the fundamental weapons by Nation Strategy
☞The technology is insufficient,so rapid R&D system must be established.
❷Rearrangement Design for Transportation and Production toward Minimize CO2.
☞;This is big economy simulation calculation(employment and people’s life).
❸Rearrangement Design for Home and Public Life toward Minimize CO2.
☞;Employing Heat Pipe Solar Water Heater is very effective to Minimize CO2.
-Peoples Life in General⒞Even the operation begins,global temperature rise never stop,but rise for the time being.
Unless active cooling technology ⒝,It would take for 40～60years long to recover the
stable state.In the period,climate becomes wilder than at now !!. If with ⒝,the period
might become drastically shorter.Thereby,people would endeavor to accomplish it.
⒟In the first transition period,people would face many difficulty,which turn to accelerate
improvement and new technology toward stabilize peoples life.This is wartime !!!
⒠In the period at a whole,climate becomes wilder than at now !!. Thereby tough
disastrous life could not be evaded by some degree.This is wartime !!!. While some local
might be safe and would suffer for bitter life in climate wartime regime.
⒡In order to win the Operations,strong accuracy management is necessary.
⒢Something new culture is necessary to stabilize peoples mind in the wartime regime.
⒣All people would entirely endeavor to make wartime shorter and comfortable.
Then imagine glory day of winning declaration at last.A new civilization is to start !!
⒤Above all,foods production would become the highest priority in wild climate environment.
Negotiation between who have foods and who not would become critical,so some rule....
⒥Afforestation,Desert Greenization are recommended to product foods and sink CO2.
⒦Another possible Geo-Engineering Operation is to be launched by New Inventions.
This needs big mobilization of engineers & scientists for the R＆D with invention Olympic.

⑺General Head Quarter(as earth military organization)
☞:What UN(IPCC)&COP did is entirely fake not admitting Arctic Risk
Global accurate management becomes necessary,while in order to win Operations,
all people must be cooperative,but without complain.Then how to manage the world?.
Something strong democracy is inevitable in centralized strong global management.
President and vice ones(each nation)with experts consultants(by voting)
＊General Assembly by representative from each nations.
＊Public Hearing(claiming settlement,technology offer,.......)
Arctic Operation(methane)

Operation with effect accuracy management

Earth Operation(CO2,....)
Weapons(new energy)by

Cost for new energy at each home~30,0000¥

mass production.

national cost(3000,0000homes)＝9T¥

600T¥ GDP Japan.

FOODs,......
Economics-Technology
Health & Culture
Finance & Personal

Fund load must be partitioned with amount CO2 accumulated
“Own emission must be sunk by own operation”.

⑺Possible Your Worrisome Points.
⒜Is it too late ?!!<the highest priority evading Arctic Risk>.
Telling from the Conclusion,so long as intercepting sudden catastrophe of Arctic Methane
the highest priority task at now world,we could be saved.So called the other global climate
risks(strong floods,hurricane,strong heat wave and cold one,and strong drought)are not
become sudden fatal catastrophe.However,in order to intercept rise of vicious positive
feedback phenomena(global warming is to cause slow,but large natural CO2 emission from
land and marine) and etc,it is told necessary not to allow over 1.5℃ rise.In order to
accomplish this decisive target,the operations must be urgent as possible !!.
⒝Countering Possible Emergency(Cloud Making Machine).
If we would notice need of rapid cooling to intercept such risks,there is a method of solar
heat intercepting by Cloud Making Machine(CMM).This is immediate effect to settle wild
climate due to sea surface temperature,but essential cooling must be the vast heat capacity
of all oceans(depth～600m),as for which it needs long years by reduction degree of solar
heat,or CO2 concentration in atmosphere .Note employing long years CMM would cause
damage to agriculture. CO2 reduction is instantly to increase Cooling Radiation from
earth.This is the essential way of stabilizing global climate.
⒞Why the Scientists Do Not Come to the Front Line of Media.
As was told,once they secretly reported policy makers nothing climate salvation due to Arctic
Methane.However the diagnosis is not correct due to possibility of climate engineering.
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
Author once informed them the important information,but now seem keeping silent.
Not only this,recent media has become serious for frequent strong climate disasters at here
and there in the world.As for which,climate scientist society seem substantially keeping
silent. It is fact they had been warning climate risk for decades,but no drastic actions.
https://www.fridaysforfuture.org/
However the essential problem is what to do hereafter.At now author is writing this report
with perpetual noise interference.They belong to NAZIS reincarnated in USA after the
war(CIA,....).They recently had become very worry due to disclosing their evil deeds against
the world after the war by author(see APPENDIX).We should not blame the scientists who
can’nt be complete,but do mistakes in the works.However,they must urgently correct those.
Or they would be really accused hereafter .Because a scientific fact can be understood not
only by the experts,but also by non experts with science basic knowledge.

POSTSCRIPT:
It feels extremely absurd to author that now many had known climate becoming wild toward
global extinction.Even as though,there is nothing remarkable drastic reaction against those.
For most of those,the disasters is not theirs,but few others for the time being.Above all,
also none of neighbor seem likely to act. So they follow the apathetic moods by ensemble
synchronization.It is still better if it is this degree. Now some are to act against authors this
work by various insidious interference(destroying CPU files,sleeping and working
interference by noise) .This may be decisively due to disclosing the deadly fact of Arctic
Desperate.It is certain that scientists in public organization has been being constrained not
to disclose decisive science facts by the insidious power(CIA＝NAZIS reincarnated in USA
after the war).
http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf
This is the list of scientific fact concealed by the evil power.
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J136-Re-Constructing-5-Nations-pdf.pdf
*Supplement：Global Ruling by NAZIS reincarnated in USA after the war.

http://777true.net/NAZIS-USA-the-Forcing-Injustice-in-Era-of-Having-Revealed-Truth.pdf
At now in the world,many nations seem superficially independent,however by deep insight,they
has been being operated by a global wide evil power.For example,operation Condor had
accomplished ruled south American nations by USA.Operation Gradio in Europe.
If you carefully survey recent years events in France,they did such same fakes as small 9/11.

http://nymag.com/intelligencer/2015/01/guide-to-the-charlie-hebdo-conspiracy-theories.html
UK is historically nation dividend class,where minor rich cooperating USA rule nation people.

https://biz-journal.jp/2018/10/post_24952.html
Nordic nations(German race)with higher social welfare get good reputation for their livelihood
way(Sweden had done a role to arrest Julian Assange by fake crime.They have been giving
Japanese Nobel Prize to flatter and deceive people).While South American nations(many are
Latin race)were originally rich in natural and human resources,now has been suffering by
perpetual and various interventions by CIA after the war.The former nation seems no intervention
by CIA(the white supremacism organization due to NAZIS).Israel were once created to force
perpetual struggle between them and Middle East Nations.Now they had become no survive
without aid of USA.Many had known Saudi is the most bad puppet of USA.Russian and China
superficially seem to be against USA,however even they are substantially cooperator with
Operation EndGame(the final survival game by USA) by neglecting Climate War.

After all,there seem nothing nation who really independent from USA the NAZIS !!,
See also APPENDIX-1,2,3. You could see astonishing prophecy at there.

APPENDIX-1;Hitler's Prophecy: The Future Image of 2039
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#01
"..." The two poles "are increasingly advancing. Since 1989, human beings are increasingly
divided into very few new types of rule and a large number of new types of ruled. It is He
who manipulates and obeys all, and the other who are manipulated and obeys everything
without knowing it.
And that's not all that goes. As humans do so, cataclysmic changes occur in both the earth
and the universe. From 1989 onwards, an unprecedented catastrophe (great catastrophe)
approaches humanity from space.
When I was young, I wrote in "My struggle" that human beings will be revenge from Nature.
That is the situation since 1989. The universe gives revenge to humanity because humans
become arrogant and commit the nature of the universe. And it brings mankind into the
unimaginable ultimate state. 150 years after I was born, the ultimate coming to the 21st
century. Even the inspiring and clear sight of myself is the unbelievable ultimate.
"... (at the end of the twentieth century) even if the superficial is a world of democracy or
socialism, the real will be ruled by Nazism. In both democratic and socialist countries,
they use our weapons of Nazis to compete and kill each other.
The society, as I wish, is divided into a strong ruler and a large ruled people,
It is also a period of catastrophe,
humanity is absurd to be revenged from nature, climate is divided into two, intense heat
and intense cold, fire and ice, floods and droughts are alternately attacking in the Earth.

APPENDIX-2;The Teach by Mozi(the ancient philosopher in China).
https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/<translation by author>
https://ctext.org/mozi/will-of-heaven-i
People’s loving with each other make the world peace,
people’s being hatred with each other make the world chaos(Mozi, chapter4).
By following heavenly will,ruling become justice,
by being against heavenly will,ruling become force(Mozi, chapter7).
Being justice make the world peace,
Not being justice make the world chaos(Mozi, chapter7).
Justice,and Faith” to Heavenly Will is almost the same as Christianism.
That is,”truth” is unique and only,which never depend on who tell.

APPENDIX-3;The Bible Ephesian.
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm
6:10 Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might.
Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil.
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood,but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world,against spiritual wickedness in high places.
Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God,
that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day,and having done all, to stand.
Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth,
and having on the breastplate of righteousness;
And your feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;
Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.
And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God:
Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit,
and watching thereunto with all perseverance and supplication for all saints;

APPENDIX-4:Revelation by Heavenly Will(the scientific mechanism)
In the west,it is top secret of “Black Magic” which was one main concern of NAZIS.Physical vacuum world is
Almighty one.Because logic theorem states that contradiction(realization)can make everything true(nothing
law).Physical vacuum of nothing can create(and annihilate)particle and anti-particle in extremely short
time<vacuum polarization phenomena authorized global academy>.It is evidently breaking causality
law(nothing law) in material world(nothing must nothing forever in causality logic).

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

This is the most important on prophecy that future can be changed by our will at now!.
This is told by Jucelino.N.L the great prophet-himself in Brazil.
His devotional hard work is to warn people who face coming risk predicted by him.

